Asset Development &
Field Modeling Software
Make the most competitive & cost effective decisions at every stage
of asset development
enersight™ is asset development planning and field modeling software that integrates the critical
capabilities oil and gas companies need for high performance asset decisions. It combines
development modeling, activity scheduling, analysis and forecasting to produce the industry’s most
accurate and defensible asset development plans.

Unified Planning System
Provide all multidisciplinary teams, including reservoir,
marketing, production and finance, shared access to
development plans, latest estimates, budgets and roll-up
reports based on actual multi-source data, current operations
and scheduling.

Flexible Development Modeling
Factor in more variables, dependencies and risks than any
other system, to produce detailed planning models that are
defensible, auditable and fully incorporate constraints and
downtime.

Comprehensive Activity Scheduling
Equip your teams with one comprehensive schedule to
build schedules, visualize current activities and easily make
updates. See the effect of schedule changes on production
start dates and volumes, and stay confident of production
schedules and estimates.

Real Time Reporting
Easily generate the latest estimates, budgets and roll up
reports, on demand, and share across teams and functions
for clear visibility into all aspects of your development plan.

Cloud based Solution
Deploy enersight on premise, or leverage our cloud based
technology for cross-company access, rapid analysis,
secure data, zero install and a lower overall total cost of
ownership (TCO).

SUCCESS STORY: COMPREHENSIVE,
INTEGRATED ASSET DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
THE CHALLENGE
Our client needed a solution that could generate production and capital forecasts comprised of more than just decline
parameters and activity costs. They knew that a true forecast is representative of the inclusion of an entire network of
data inputs and assumptions, all interdependent on one another, and those assumptions can change more frequently
than once a quarter.

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
“We want to be able to make deliberate and carefully measured decisions, but I
always say that you have to be able to measure it before you can manage it.”
A NEW WAY FORWARD
They chose enersight™ as a critical means to verify the condition and potential of all assets to make collective, companywide decisions. Today, as industry and market shifts occur, they can investigate the details of their forecasts at any level,
from the field to the wellhead, to identify bottlenecks and economically unviable situations or strategic opportunities.

3esi-Enersight is the world-leading provider of solutions for integrated strategy, planning and
execution in upstream oil and gas.
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